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Abstract

V-ATPase is involved in the acidification of the microenvironment around/in solid tumors, such as oral squamous cell
carcinoma (OSCC). V-ATPase is thought to induce tumor invasion and multi-drug resistance in several malignant tumors,
and it also contributes to maintaining the intracellular pH under an acidic microenvironment by inducing proton extrusion
into the extracellular medium. However, there is little information regarding the effects of V-ATPase inhibitors on OSCCs. In
this study, the effects of a V-ATPase inhibitor, concanamycin A1 (CMA), on the proliferation and apoptosis of OSCC were
investigated in vitro. We used four OSCC cell lines, MISK81-5, SAS, HSC-4 and SQUU-B. Acridine orange staining revealed that
the red fluorescence was reduced in all of the low concentration CMA-treated OSCC cells, indicating that the acidification of
vesicular organelles in the OSCCs was prevented by the treatment with low-concentration of CMA. CMA treatment induced
apoptosis in MISK81-5, SAS and HSC-4 cells, but not in SQUU-B cells. The p-p38 expression was not altered in CMA-treated
SQUU-B cells, but their levels were increased in the other cells. The Bax/Bcl-2 ratio in CMA-treated SQUU-B cells was
dramatically decreased in comparison with that in the other cell lines treated with CMA. However, when the SQUU-B cells
were treated with CMA and a histone deacetylase inhibitor, suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid (SAHA), the SQUU-B cells
became more susceptible to the CMA-induced apoptosis. SAHA treatment led to a significantly decrease in the Bcl-2
expression in CMA-treated SQUU-B cells, resulting in a dramatically increased Bax/Bcl-2 ratio in comparison with that
observed in the SQUU-B cells treated with CMA alone. These findings suggest that CMA could have an anti-tumor effect on
OSCCs. In addition, combination of CMA with other agents, such as SAHA, could help improve the pro-apoptotic effects of
CMA even in CMA-resistant OSCC cells.
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Introduction

Induction chemotherapy for head and neck cancers reduces the

number of patients requiring mandibulectomy and/or radiation

therapy. Using it in locally advanced oral cancer can lead to other

benefits [1]. Advances in combination treatments have contributed

to the improvement of cancer therapy in the last three decades [2].

However, induction chemotherapy has not significantly improved

the survival of patients with oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC)

[1]. Ma et al. [3] reported that there was no significant difference

in the overall survival, disease-free survival or locoregional

recurrence between the patients treated with and without

induction chemotherapy for resectable head and neck squamous

cell carcinoma in a meta-analysis of randomized trials (1965–

2011). The long-term survival in patients with advanced head and

neck squamous cell carcinoma is still poor [2]. Thus, the

development of a new chemotherapeutic strategy is required to

improve the tumor specificity for OSCC, and to overcome the

resistance of such tumors to the chemotherapeutic agents, in order

to increase their efficacy and/or to decrease any side effects of the

drugs.

OSCCs comprise more than 90% of all malignant epithelial

tumors arising in the oral cavity [4,5]. In solid tumors such as

OSCCs, rapid tumor progression is thought to result in hypoxia as

the tumor outgrows its vascular supply, which leads to intra- and

extracellular acidosis in the tumor microenvironment. This change

of the extracellular pH influences several biological behaviors of

tumor cells, such as their proliferation [6], invasion and metastasis

[7,8], angiogenesis [9] and drug resistance [10]. The tumor cells

must adapt to the decrease in the intracellular pH, because

intracellular acidosis allows endonucleases to become activated

and induce DNA fragmentation, thus leading to apoptosis

[11–13].

Accumulating data indicate that vacuolar H+-ATPase (V-

ATPase) is involved in the acidification of the microenvironment
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around/in tumors, and that it induces tumor invasion and multi-

drug resistance in several malignant tumors [14–18]. It has also

been reported to help maintain the intracellular pH by extruding

protons into the extracellular medium [10,15,19]. Highly meta-

static cancer cells highly express V-ATPase in the plasma

membrane [20], whereas poorly metastatic cells express it at low

levels [19]. Highly metastatic cells preferentially use V-ATPase in

the plasma membrane to regulate their intracellular alkalosis [19].

Thus, V-ATPase plays a critical role in tumor progression and

invasiveness through the creation of the acidic microenvironments.

In addition, the gene encoding the V-ATPase subunit C is

overexpressed in multidrug-resistant HL60 cells [21]. Murakami et

al. [22] also found overexpression of the V-ATPase subunit C

(ATP6C) gene in cisplatin-resistant tumors. A combination of

cisplatin and bafilomycin, a V-ATPase inhibitor, was enhanced

the cytotoxicity in cisplatin-resistant cells. Chauhan et al. [23]

suggested that an endosomal acidification is involved in the

cisplatin resistance of adenocarcinoma cell lines. The use of V-

ATPase inhibitors in combination therapy improves the cytotox-

icity of other drugs, such as camptothecins and oxaliplatin [24,25].

These results indicated that V-ATPase inhibitors have the

potential to increase the tumor sensitivity to chemotherapeutic

drugs.

Recently, Otero-Rey et al. [26] reported that OSCCs most

strongly express the ATP6V1C1 gene, compared to other genes of

the V-ATPase complex, by a cDNA array analysis. This suggests

that the OSCCs increase the V-ATPase activity by inducing its

overexpression to change the intra- and extracellular pH.

Immunohistochemically, the OSCCs showed more intense stain-

ing for ATP6V1C1 compared to the normal oral mucosal

counterparts [27]. Because the inhibition of V-ATPase has been

proposed to exert similar effects on the growth and apoptosis of

OSCCs as it did against other carcinomas, targeting V-ATPase in

tumors may provide a new therapeutic intervention for OSCCs.

However, there is little information available regarding the effects

of V-ATPase inhibitors on OSCCs, and much less on the

difference in the signaling pathways between the V-ATPase

inhibitor-resistant and sensitive OSCCs treated with the V-

ATPase inhibitor.

In this study, the effects of a V-ATPase inhibitor, concanamycin

A1 (CMA), on the proliferation and apoptosis of OSCC were

investigated in vitro. Treatment with a low-concentration of CMA

prevented the acidification of vesicular organelles in the MISK81-

5, SAS, HSC-4 and SQUU-B OSCC cells used in this study.

However, while CMA induced apoptosis in MISK81-5, SAS and

HSC-4 cells, it did not in SQUU-B cells. We demonstrated that

suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid (SAHA), a histone deacetylase

inhibitor (HDACi), led to an increased susceptibility of the SQUU-

B cells to CMA-induced apoptosis. These findings suggest that

CMA may be a candidate therapeutic agent against OSCCs, and

that combination therapy using CMA with other agents, such as

SAHA, could improve the efficacy of CMA treatment, allowing

apoptosis to be induced even in the CMA-resistant OSCC cells.

Materials and Methods

Reagents
CMA, a V-ATPase inhibitor, was purchased from WAKO

(Osaka, Japan). Suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid (SAHA), a

histone deacetylase, was purchased from Cayman Chemical

(Ann Arbor, MI, USA). HA14-1 (Ethyl [2-amino-6-bromo-4-(1-

cyano-2-ethoxy-2-oxoethyl)]-4H-chromene-3-carboxylate, 2 Ami-

no-6-bromo-a-cyano-3-(ethoxycarbonyl)-4H-1-benzopyran-4-ace-

tic acid ethyl ester), a small molecule inhibitor of Bcl-2, was

obtained from Sigma (St. Louis,MO, USA). All other chemicals

and reagents were purchased from Life Technologies (Carlsbad,

CA) or Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA), unless otherwise specified.

Cell lines and culture conditions
Four human OSCC cell lines, MISK81-5 [28], HSC-4 [29],

SAS [30] and SQUU-B [31], were used in the study. A human

keratinocyte cell line, HaCaT [32], was also used. The MISK81-5

cells were grown in a-MEM (Life Technologies) supplemented

with 10% fetal bovine serum. The HSC-4 and HaCaT cells were

cultured in D-MEM (Life Technologies) supplemented with 10%

fetal bovine serum. The SAS and SQUU-B cells were maintained

in DMEM/F-12 (Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% fetal

bovine serum. These cell lines were maintained in the medium

with 10% fetal bovine serum, 100 IU/ml penicillinand 100 mg/ml

streptomycin (Life Technologies). The medium supplemented with

the indicated components was used in the following analyses, such

as a cell proliferation and cell death assay.

Acridine orange staining of intracellular acidic organelles
Cells were treated with 2.5 nM CMA for 2 hr, washed with

PBS three times and stained with acridine orange at a final

concentration of 1.25 mg/ml for 15 min. The fluorescent images

were observed under a fluorescent microscope equipped with a

mirror unit U-MWB2 and Microscope Digital Camera System

DP72 (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

Observations of morphological changes
The morphological changes of the MISK81-5, SAS, HSC-4 and

SQUU-B cells were observed under a phase contrast microscope

24 hr after the treatment.

Cell proliferation
The cell proliferation was assessed on the cell viability measured

by the MTS [3-(4,5-dimethyl-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-

(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium, inner salt] assay. MISK81-5 and

HSC-4 cells, and SAS and SQUU-B cells, were plated at a density

of 7500 and 5000 cells per well in 96-well plates, respectively. The

cells were treated in serum-free medium containing the indicated

concentrations of CMA for 48 hr. Then, 20 ml of CellTiter 96

AQueous One Solution Reagent (Promega, Madison, WI, USA)

was added into each well of the 96-well plates. The cells were

incubated for 2 hr at 37uC, then the absorbance at 490 nm was

measured using an Infinite M200 spectrometer (TECAN, Sunrise,

Switzerland).

DNA fragmentation
MISK81-5, SAS, HSC-4 and SQUU-B cells were plated in

100 mm dishes at a density of 0.756105 cells/ml, and were

cultured for 24 hr. Then, after 24 hr of treatment with 2.5 nM

CMA or with the vehicle, genomic DNA was extracted from each

cell line using the Wizard SV Genomic DNA kit (Promega)

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Equal amounts

(5 mg) of the extracted DNA were electrophoresed on 1.9%

agarose gels, and the gels were then stained with ethidium bromide

for visualization of the DNA by a UV light.

Cell death assay
The cells were seeded on 8-well chamber slides (1.256104 cells/

well). After 48 hr, the culture medium was changed to a serum-

free medium with 0 or 2.5 nM of CMA. The cells were then

incubated for an additional 24 hr. The TdT-mediated dUTP-

biotin nick labeling (TUNEL) method was applied as a cell death

Attenuation of CMA-Resistant OSCC
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assay using the in situ Apoptosis Detection Kit (Takara, Shiga,

Japan). Briefly, TdT enzymes were reacted with the cells cultured

on the chamber slides, then the cells were labeled with FITC on

the nick sites of the DNA. DAPI was used for nuclear staining. The

numbers of DAPI-stained cells and TUNEL-positive cells were

counted in six different microscopic fields of each well. More than

3,300 DAPI-stained cells were examined in each well. The

number of TUNEL-positive cells was divided by that of DAPI-

stained cells to calculate the ratio of TUNEL staining. At least

three independent experiments were performed in triplicate.

qRT-PCR
Total RNA was isolated from the cells using the SV total RNA

isolation system (Promega). The cDNA was prepared by a reverse

transcription reaction using the SuperScript VILO cDNA

synthesis system (Life Technologies). Real-time quantitative

reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) was performed with a

SYBR Premix Ex Taq II kit (Takara) according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehy-

drogenase (GAPDH) was used as an internal control. The specific

primer sets used were as follows: ATP6V0A3 (TCIRG1), 59-GGC

CAC GGG CTG CTC ATG TT-39 and 59-CTG GTG GCG

CGA CTG AAG CA-39; ATP6V0A4, 59-TTC AGA CGC GAG

GCT GGG GA-39 and 59-GTC GCA GGG CGT GCA GGA

AA-39; ATP6V1C1, 59-GCA TGC GGC AAC TTC AAA GA-39

and 59-GCC AAC CAA GAC ATC CAA CG-39; Bax, 59-GGC

CGG GTT GTC GCC CTT TT-39 and 59-CCG CTC CCG

GAG GAA GTC CA-39; Bcl-2, 59-GAA CCG GCA CCT GCA

CAC CTG-39 and 59-AAG CTC CCA CCA GGG CCA AA-39;

GAPDH, 59-GCA CCG TCA AGG CTG AGA AC-39 and 59-

TGG TGA AGA CGC CAG TGG A-39. A melting curve analysis

and gel electrophoresis of the PCR products were used to confirm

the amplification specificity of each primer set. All mRNA

expression levels were normalized to that of GAPDH. All

experiments were performed in triplicate.

Western blot analyses of proteins related to MAPK and
apoptosis

MISK81-5, SAS, HSC-4 and SQUU-B cells were lysed in lysis

buffer [20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM sodium chloride,

2.5 mM sodium pyrophosphate, 0.1% SDS, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM

EGTA and 1% Triton X-100] containing proteinase and

phosphatase inhibitors [1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride,

1 mM b-glycerophaspahate, 1 mM Na3VO4 and 4% protease

inhibitor cocktail]. The protein concentration was quantified using

a Micro BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo, Rockford, IL, USA).

The protein samples (30 or 40 mg/lane) were separated by 10 or

12% SDS–PAGE, and were electrotransferred to Immun-Blot

PVDF membranes (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). The mem-

branes were probed with primary antibodies for 1 hr and

incubated for 1 hr with secondary antibodies conjugated with

peroxidase (GE, Buckingham, UK). The primary antibodies

against Bax and Bcl-2 were incubated with the membrane

overnight at 4uC. Chemiluminescent signals were then developed

with ECL Prime (GE) and detected using a cooled CCD-camera

(LAS-1000, Fujifilm, Tokyo, Japan). Antibodies for phospho-p38

MAPK (pT180/pY182), p38a(SAPK2a), phospho-STAT3

(pY705, pS727) and total STAT3 were purchased from BD

Biosciences (Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). Antibodies against Bax and

Bcl-2 were obtained from Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers,

MA, USA). The antibody for b-actin was purchased from Sigma

(St. Louis, MO, USA). The procedure was identical to those used

in previous study [33]. In the semiquantitative analyses of the

levels of protein expression, the intensity of the bands was

measured using the ‘‘ImageJ’’ (Image J ver. 1.44, http://rsb.info.

nih.gov/ij/index.html) densitometric analysis software program.

b-actin was used as an internal control protein. The target

protein/b-actin ratio based on the intensity of the bands was

calculated [34].

CMA-induced cytotoxicity in cells treated with siRNA
against Bcl-2 in cell culture

According to the manufacturer’s protocol, Bcl-2-siRNA (final

conc. 20 nM) was transfected into SQUU-B cells using Lipofecta-

mine RNAiMAX (Invitrogen) and Opti-MEM (Invitrogen) [33] in

96-well plates at 24 hr after cell seeding. siRNA for human Bcl-2

(Hs_BCL2_2981) and a universal negative control siRNA (Sigma)

were used as a target and negative control, respectively. At 24 hr

after transfection with siRNA, the cells were treated in serum-free

medium containing the indicated concentrations of CMA for

48 hr. Then, the MTS assay was performed.

Statistical analyses.
All experiments were independently repeated at least three

times. The results are expressed as the means 6 SEM. The

statistical analyses were performed using a one-way ANOVA with

the Tukey-Kramer comparison test, Dunnett’s test, and using

Student’s t-test. Differences resulting in a p-value ,0.05 or 0.01

were considered to be statistically significant.

Results

Concanamycin A inhibited the acidification of vesicular
organelles and the proliferation of OSCC cells

To assess the effects of CMA on the V-ATPase inhibition in

OSCC cells, the acidic vesicular organelles in these carcinoma

cells were visualized by acridine orange staining. In the stained

cells, acidic vesicles including lysosomes fluoresced bright red,

whereas the cytoplasm and nucleus fluoresced green. Staining of

vital MISK81-5, SAS, HSC-4 and SQUU-B cells with acridine

orange revealed that the red fluorescence completely disappeared

after treatment with 2.5 nM CMA for 2 hr (Fig. 1A), indicating

that CMA inhibited the acidification of vesicular organelles in the

OSCC cells. Conversely, red fluorescent organelles were observed

in the untreated cells used as a control.

To evaluate the effects of V-ATPase inhibition by CMA on the

proliferation of the OSCC cells, we performed the MTS assay in

MISK81-5, SAS, HSC-4 and SQUU-B cells in the presence and

absence of 0, 1, 2.5, 5 or 10 nM CMA for 48 hr. As shown in

Fig. 1B, CMA inhibited the growth of the MISK81-5, SAS and

HSC-4 cells, showing that these cells were sensitive to CMA. The

viability of the MISK81-5 and SAS cells was decreased by about

14 and 45%, respectively, after 1 nM CMA treatment compared

to that observed in the untreated cells. In contrast, the SQUU-B

cells were resistant to CMA treatment at even the highest

concentration (10 nM).

By phase contrast microscopy, morphological changes were

observed in some of the CMA-treated MISK81-5, SAS and HSC-

4 cells (Fig. 1C). At 24 hr after the addition of CMA, the MISK81-

5, SAS and HSC-4 cells were observed to be detached from the

culture dish, while a decreased number of cells remained on the

culture dish, and these cells exhibited substantial morphological

changes. In contrast, the morphology of SQUU-B cells remained

largely unchanged, and there was no apparent decrease in the

number of the cells remaining on the culture dish after the CMA

treatment.

Attenuation of CMA-Resistant OSCC
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Concanamycin A induced apoptosis in OSCC cells
To confirm the pro-apoptotic effects of CMA on the OSCC

cells, the changes in apoptotic cell death were confirmed by

detecting DNA fragmentation and performing the TUNEL assay.

After MISK81-5, SAS, HSC-4 and SQUU-B cells were treated

with 2.5 nM CMA for 24 hr, the genomic DNA was extracted

from the treated cells for gel electrophoresis. As shown in Fig. 2A,

the CMA treatment substantially induced DNA ladder formation

in the MISK81-5, SAS and HSC-4 cells. In contrast, the SQUU-B

Figure 1. Effects of CMA on the acidification of vesicular organelles and the viability of OSCC cells. A. Acridine orange labeling of acidic
vesicles in OSCC cells in the presence or absence of CMA (2.5 nM). The acidic vesicles show orange-red fluorescence, whereas the cytoplasm and
nucleus show green fluorescence. CMA treatment suppressed the acridine orange staining of the acidic vesicles in OSCC cells. Scale bar; 30 mm. B.
OSCC cells were incubated in a-MEM, DMEM or DMEM/F-12 medium in the presence of CMA at the indicated concentrations for 48 hr. The cell
viability was determined by the MTS assay as described in the Materials and methods. Columns, means of at least triplicate experiments; bars, SD.
*p,0.05 and **p,0.01 versus the untreated cells. C. The number of cells remaining on the dish and morphological changes of OSCC cells were
observed by phase contrast microscopy. At 24 hr of treatment, a decreased number of cells and morphological changes were noted in the CMA-
sensitive cells (MISK81-5, HSC-4 and SAS cells) compared with the untreated cells, whereas little change was observed in the CMA-resistant SQUU-B
cells in comparison to the untreated cells. Scale bar; 80 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080998.g001

Attenuation of CMA-Resistant OSCC
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Figure 2. CMA-induced apoptosis in OSCC cells. A. Nucleosomal DNA fragmentation was seen in MISK81-5, SAS and HSC-4 cells after CMA
treatment. In contrast, little DNA fragmentation was found in SQUU-B cells after treatment with 2.5 or 5 nM CMA. Lane 1, 100bp ladder marker; Lane
2, untreated control; lane 3, exposed to 2.5 nM CMA for 24 hr; Lane 4, exposed to 5 nM CMA for 24 hr (only in SQUU-B cells). B. Few TUNEL-positive

Attenuation of CMA-Resistant OSCC
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cells showed minimal DNA fragmentation following treatment

with CMA.

TUNEL-positive nuclei were observed in the MISK81-5, SAS

and HSC-4 cells 24 hr after the treatment with 2.5 nM CMA

(Fig. 2B, C). However, little fluorescence was observed in the

SQUU-B cells (Fig. 2B, C). The TUNEL index was calculated by

dividing the number of TUNEL-positive cells by the number of

the cells remaining on the dish. The TUNEL index in the

MISK81-5 cells was significantly increased by about 10-fold after

CMA treatment compared to the control. The TUNEL index in

the HSC-4 and SAS cells was increased by about 2- and 4-fold

after CMA treatment, respectively, compared to the control cells

(Fig. 2D). However, these differences were not significant.

Meanwhile, the TUNEL indices in the treated and untreated

SQUU-B cells were less than 0.5%, which was not significantly

different from the control.

After the CMA treatment, the number of MISK81-5 and SAS

cells remaining on the culture dishes was significantly decreased,

by 49% and 73%, compared to the untreated cells (Fig. 2E).

Meanwhile, the number of remaining treated HSC-4 and SQUU-

B cells were slightly decreased compared with that observed in the

untreated cells, but there were no significant differences between

the control and treated cells (Fig. 2E).

Comparison of the gene expression of subunits of V-
ATPase, Bax and Bcl-2 in OSCC cells without CMA
treatment

In order to make comparisons between the cell lines with

sensitivity to CMA and the SQUU-B cells, which have CMA-

resistance, an analysis of the V-ATPase subunit gene expression of

the a3 and a4 isoforms in a subunit of the V0 transmembrane

domain (ATP6V0A3 and ATP6V0A4) and C1 subunit of the V1

intra-membrane domain (ATP6V1C1) of V-ATPase was per-

formed without CMA treatment. The V0 a subunit is the largest of

the V0 subunits and contains four isoforms, namely a1, a2, a3 and

a4 [35]. Several previous reports focused on the expression of

ATP6V0A3, ATP6V0A4 and ATP6V1C1, which are associated

with malignant cell behavior and a malignant phenotype

[18,26,36]. HaCaT cells, a human keratinocyte cell line, were

used as a control.

The MISK81-5 cells showed significantly higher expression of

the ATP6V0A3, ATP6V0A4 and ATP6V1C1 genes than to that

did the HaCaT cells (Fig. 3A-C). Although the expression levels of

ATP6V0A3 in the SAS and HSC-4 cells were significantly higher

than that in the HaCaT cells, that in the SQUU-B cells was similar

to that in the HaCaT cells (Fig. 3D). The ATP6V0A4 mRNA

expression in the SAS, HSC-4 and SQUU-B cells was less than

50% of that in the HaCaT cells, and was significantly lower than

that of the HaCaT cells (Fig. 3E). Although the ATP6V1C1

expression in the SAS, HSC-4 and SQUU-B cells were slightly

higher than that of the HaCaT cells, there was not significant

difference among the cells.

Next, because Bcl-2 is occasionally associated with resistance to

anti-tumor agents, and is often observed in human carcinomas

[37], we compared the expression of Bax (pro-apoptotic) and Bcl-2

(anti-apoptotic) mRNAs, which are parts of the mitochondrial

pathway, in the OSCC cells in the absence of CMA.

The Bax mRNA expression in the MISK81-5 cells was three-

fold higher than that in the HaCaT cells, and was significantly

higher than that of the other carcinoma cells examined. The

expression in the SAS and SQUU-B cells was significantly lower

cells were observed in the untreated MISK81-5, SAS, HSC-4 and SQUU-B cells. DAPI-stained nuclei indicated the cells remaining on the culture slide.
Scale bar; 60 mm. C. TUNEL-positive cells were observed in the MISK81-5, SAS and HSC-4 cells treated with CMA for 24 hr. However, few TUNEL-
positive SQUU-B cells were seen. Scale bar; 60 mm. D. The TUNEL index was calculated as the ratio of TUNEL-positive cells observed in the remaining
DAPI-positive cells. Ut: untreated cells, CMA: cells treated with 2.5 nM CMA. *p,0.05 versus the untreated cells. E. The number of DAPI-positive cells
remaining on the slide observed in the CMA-treated cells was compared with that observed in the untreated cells. For untreated cells, at least 3,300
DAPI-positive cells were counted in each experiment. The DAPI-positive cells in the CMA-treated cells were counted in the same area. Ut: untreated
cells, CMA: cells treated with 2.5 nM CMA. Columns, means of at least triplicate experiments; bars, SD. *p,0.05 versus the untreated cells.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080998.g002

Figure 3. Expression of V-ATPase subunit genes and pro- and
anti-apoptotic genes in OSCC cells. Expression of V-ATPase subunit
genes and pro- and anti-apoptotic genes was compared in OSCC cell
lines, MISK81-5, SAS, HSC-4 and SQUU-B cells, without CMA treatment.
The ATP6V0A3 (A) ATP6V0A4 (B) and ATP6V1C1 (C) mRNA expression
levels were analyzed by qRT-PCR. The Bax (D) and Bcl-2 (E) mRNA
expression levels were also analyzed. The Bax/Bcl-2 ratio (F) in each
OSCC cell line was calculated based on the qRT-PCR data. GAPDH was
used as an internal control for the experiment. Columns, means of at
least triplicate experiments; bars, SD. * and ** denote p,0.05 and
p,0.01 compared to the untreated cells, respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080998.g003
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than that in the HaCaT cells (Fig. 3D). The Bcl-2 mRNA

expression in the MISK81-5 and SQUU-B cells was markedly

higher than that of the other cells, and approximately one

hundred-fold and forty-fold compared to that in the HaCaT cells,

respectively (Fig. 3E). In the SAS and HSC-4 cells, the expression

level was slightly higher than that of the HaCaT cells. The Bax/

Bcl-2 ratios in all the carcinoma cells examined were less than 0.4,

and were significantly lower than that of the HaCaT cells

(p,0.01)(Fig. 3F). Although the Bax/Bcl-2 ratios in the MISK81-5

and SQUU-B cells were markedly low, that of the SQUU-B cells

was slightly lower than that of the MISK81-5 cells.

CMA increased the Bax/Bcl-2 ratio in CMA-sensitive OSCC
cells

Because the release of cytochrome c from the mitochondria into

the cytoplasm was involved in the apoptotic cell death induced by

concanamycin A [38], we evaluated the expression of Bax and Bcl-

2 mRNAs in the OSCC cells in presence and absence of CMA by

qRT-PCR.

The CMA treatment of MISK81-5 and SAS cells upregulated

the mRNA expression of both Bax and Bcl-2 after 24 hr of

treatment compared to the untreated cells (Fig. 4A, B). In the

HSC-4 cells, CMA treatment slightly upregulated the mRNA

expression of Bax. Although the treatment with 1 and 2.5 nM of

CMA upregulated the mRNA expression of Bcl-2, the treatment

with 5 and 10 nM CMA treatments did not induce any significant

changes compared to the levels in the untreated cells (Fig. 4B).

Interestingly, CMA treatment of the SQUU-B cells resulted in

an increase in the mRNA expression of Bcl-2 by more than two-

fold (Fig. 4B), but there was little change in the Bax mRNA

expression compared to the untreated cells (Fig. 4A). Accordingly,

the Bax/Bcl-2 ratios in the SQUU-B cells were significantly

decreased by the CMA treatment at all of the concentrations

examined in this study (Fig. 4C).

Immunoblotting revealed that SAS cells had upregulated the

protein expression of both Bax and Bcl-2 after 24 hr of treatment

compared to the untreated cells (Fig. 4D, F). The Bax/Bcl-2 ratios

in the SAS cells were similar to that of the mRNA expression

(Fig. 4F). On the other hand, although the Bax protein expression

in the CMA-treated SQUU-B cells was slightly upregulated

compared to the untreated cells, CMA treatment of the SQUU-B

cells resulted in an increase in the protein expression of Bcl-2 by

more than two-fold (Fig. 4E, G). The Bax/Bcl-2 ratios in the

SQUU-B cells were decreased by the CMA treatment (Fig. 4G).

Concanamycin A induced the phosphorylation of p38 in
CMA-sensitive OSCC cells

It was previously reported that p38, one of the MAPKs was

activated during the induction of apoptosis by a V-ATPase

inhibitor, and that it was involved in the anti-mitogenic action of

the inhibitor [39–41]. We therefore examined the phosphorylation

of p38 during CMA-induced apoptosis by immunoblotting.

Our results revealed that the phosphorylation of p38 was

upregulated in MISK81-5 cells from 6 to 48 hr after beginning the

treatment with CMA (Fig. 5A). The phosphorylation of p38 in the

SAS cells was observed at 24 and 48 hr after treatment with CMA

(Fig. 5B). In contrast, the phosphorylation of p38 was only minimally

changed in the SQUU-B cells at the time points examined (Fig. 5C).

The apoptosis in CMA-resistant OSCC cells was enhanced
by concurrent treatment with SAHA and CMA

To the best of our knowledge, there is little information

available regarding the combination treatment for CMA-resistant

OSCC cells. Concurrent treatment of cells with SAHA enhanced

the cisplatin-induced apoptosis in cisplatin-resistant OSCC cells

[42–44]. Therefore, MTS assays were carried out to compare the

cell viabilities of SQUU-B cells treated with SAHA, CMA, or a

combination of the agents, and to evaluate whether SAHA can

increase the CMA-induced cytotoxicity.

The MTS assay revealed that combination treatment with both

CMA and SAHA enhanced the CMA-induced cytotoxicity. The

cell viability following the administration of almost all the

combination treatments significantly decreased compared to the

cell viability observed in the untreated cells. These combination

treatments led to a significant decrease in the cell viability

compared to that observed in the cells treated with CMA or

SAHA alone (p,0.01) (Fig. 6A). As noted above, CMA treatment

did not induce apoptosis in the SQUU-B cells, but treatment with

10 and 20 mM SAHA alone had mild and moderate apoptotic

effects on SQUU-B cells, respectively.

To assess the effects of combination treatment with CMA and

SAHA on the death of the CMA-resistant SQUU-B cells, the

expression levels of Bax and Bcl-2 mRNAs were examined by

qRT-PCR. Although SAHA treatment significantly reduced the

levels of the pro-apoptotic Bax by about 55% compared to that

observed in the untreated cells, the combination treatment

recovered the level of the Bax mRNA expression so that it was

almost equal to that in the untreated cells (Fig. 6B).

Interestingly, SAHA treatment dramatically reduced the levels

of the mRNA for anti-apoptotic Bcl-2. Compared to that observed

in the untreated cells, the mRNA expression of Bcl-2 was

significantly decreased by about one-third following treatment

with SAHA (Fig. 6C), whereas after single treatment with 2.5 nM

or 5 nM CMA, the Bcl-2 mRNA expression increased by 1.8-fold

(p,0.01) and 1.9-fold (p,0.01), respectively. As a result, the

combination treatment significantly increased the Bax/Bcl-2 ratio

by more than 2.5-fold compared with that observed in the

untreated cells (Fig. 6D).

Because Bcl-2 is downstream of STAT3, the phosphorylation of

STAT3 and p38 in the SQUU-B cells treated with both CMA and

SAHA was examined by immunoblotting (Fig. 6E). The tyrosine

phosphorylation of STAT3 (pY705-STAT3) decreased in the

SQUU-B cells treated with SAHA alone or both CMA and

SAHA, compared that in the SQUU-B cells treated with CMA

alone. Meanwhile, the serine phosphorylation of STAT3 (pS727-

STAT3) increased in the SAHA-treated SQUU-B cells compared

that in the SQUU-B cells treated with CMA alone. SAHA

treatment also upregulated the protein expression level of STAT3

in the SQUU-B cells. Additionally, the phosphorylation of p38

was upregulated in SQUU-B cells after 24 hr of treatment with

SAHA.

Based on these findings, we next investigated the effect of a Bcl-

2 inhibitor, HA14-1, on the viability of SQUU-B cells (Fig. 6F).

Although the viability of SQUU-B cells subjected to HA14-1

monotherapy was significantly decreased, that of the cells treated

with the combination of CMA and HA14-1 was more strongly

decreased, thus indicating that this combination also led to

enhanced apoptosis.

In addition, to confirm whether the Bcl-2 inhibition induced

apoptosis in the SQUUB cells treated with CMA, we used siRNA

to selectively reduce the Bcl-2 expression. Treatment with the

siRNA for Bcl-2 induced a significant downregulation of the Bcl-2

mRNA expression (Fig. 6G). The viability of the SQUU-B cells

pretreated with siRNA for Bcl-2 was more strongly decreased in

response to CMA (Fig. 6H). The effects of HA14-1 monotherapy

and Bcl-2 inhibition using siRNA suggested that the downregu-
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lation of Bcl-2 is at least partly responsible for the increased

apoptosis induced by the combination of CMA and SAHA.

Discussion

It is reasonable that the molecules responsible for the creation of

a tumor-associated acidic microenvironments are regarded as

targets for cancer therapy, because an acidic microenvironment is

known to be involved in various biological behaviors of tumor

cells, such as their proliferation [6], invasion and metastasis [7,8],

angiogenesis [9] and drug resistance. We investigated the effects of

CMA, a V-ATPase inhibitor, on the cellular behavior of OSCCs

in this study. We found that the CMA induced apoptosis in three

of the four OSCC cell lines, while combination treatment was

required to allow for the efficient induction of apoptosis in the

fourth cell line. The induction of apoptosis by CMA involved the

phosphorylation of p38, similar to the effects observed in human

colon adenocarcinoma cells treated with bafilomycin A1, another

V-ATPase inhibitor [40]. Although the acidic organelles in

SQUU-B cells, one of the OSCCs used in this study, were

disappeared after CMA treatment, the SQUU-B cells were

resistant to CMA treatment. The phosphorylation of p38 in the

CMA-treated SQUU-B cells was not altered, unlike the others,

and the Bax/Bcl-2 ratio was dramatically lower in the CMA-

treated SQUU-B cells compared to the other cells. The combined

treatment with CMA and SAHA led to increase susceptibility of

the SQUU-B cells to CMA-induced apoptosis at least partially via

the downregulation of Bcl-2 expression.

In this study, the acidification of vesicular organelles in all four

OSCC cell lines was prevented by the treatment with a low

concentration of CMA. The CMA treatment decreased the cell

viability and induced apoptosis in MISK81-5, SAS and HSC-4

cells, based on the results of MTS assay and the appearance of

DNA fragmentation, as indicated by the DNA laddering and

TUNEL staining. Yoshimoto et al. [45] reported that the

induction of apoptosis in cancer cells by synthetic analogues of

the concanamycins corresponds with the V-ATPase inhibitory

activity of the analogues. An analogue without V-ATPase

inhibitory activity did not induce apoptosis in the cancer cells.

Therefore, CMA may inhibit the lysosomal functions by

preventing the acidification of lysosomes in these CMA-sensitive

OSCC cells, thus resulting in apoptosis in these cells, as was

observed previously in colon cancer cells [40]. These findings also

suggest that V-ATPase could be an attractive target for OSCCs.

However, it seemed that the V-ATPase inhibition by CMA is not

able to induce apoptosis in the CMA-resistant cells.

CMA activated p38, one of the MAPKs, in the CMA-sensitive

cells. The activation of the p38 MAPK pathway and downreg-

ulation of a pro-survival protein (Bcl-2) significantly enhanced the

anchorage-dependent tumor cell apoptosis in OSCC cells treated

with tetrathiomolybdate [41]. Activation of the p38 MAPK

pathway is suggested to be an excellent potential therapeutic

strategy in esophageal squamous cell carcinoma [39] and other

types of malignant tumors. Of a note, a p38 inhibitor partially

attenuated the anti-proliferative effect of bafilomycin A1 on colon

adenocarcinoma cells [40]. Our results also indicated that the

phosphorylation of p38 is involved in the CMA-induced apoptosis

in CMA-sensitive OSCC cells.

Interestingly, the SQUU-B cells showed chemoresistance to

10 nM CMA, although the 2.5 nM CMA treatment for 2 hr

before acridine orange-staining caused the disappearance of the

orange fluorescence in these cells, indicating that it still had potent

effects on the intracellular pH. In the CMA-treated SQUU-B cells,

the p-p38 expression levels was not altered, and the Bax/Bcl-2

ratio in the CMA-treated SQUU-B cells was dramatically lower

than that in the CMA-sensitive OSCC cells. These results support

the involvement of activated p38 in the induction of apoptosis by

CMA, as mentioned above, and suggest that the upregulation of

Bcl-2 expression by CMA plays an important role in the resistance

to CMA-induced apoptosis in the SQUU-B cells.

This hypothesis is supported by a study of Rouette et al. [37]

showing that the upregulation of Bcl-2 expression is associated

with the resistance to cisplatin-induced apoptosis in endometrial

cancer cells. The activation of PKC and Akt2 is involved in the

pathway regulating Bcl-2. However, the detailed mechanism(s) by

which the expression levels of proapoptotic and anti-apoptotic

factors are regulated in the CMA-treated SQUU-B cells remain

unknown. Because CMA did lead to limited anti-tumor effects on

the SQUU-B cells, such as the disappearance of the orange

fluorescence and a decrease in cell mobility (shown in Figs. 1 and

S1, respectively), V-ATPase inhibition may not be the main cause

of the apoptosis induced by CMA, or V-ATPase inhibition may

not activate the apoptosis pathway in the CMA-resistant

Figure 4. Effects of CMA on the expression of pro- and anti-apoptotic genes and proteins in OSCC cells. OSCC cell lines, MISK81-5, SAS,
HSC-4 and SQUU-B cells, were treated with or without CMA. The Bax (A) and Bcl-2 (B) mRNA expression levels were analyzed at 24 hr after CMA
treatment by qRT-PCR. The Bax/Bcl-2 ratio (C) in each OSCC cell line was calculated based on the qRT-PCR data. GAPDH was used as internal control
for the experiment. The Bax and Bcl-2 protein expression levels in the SAS (D) and SQUU-B (E) cell lines were analyzed at 24 hr by a Western blot
analysis. The Bax level, Bcl-2 level and Bax/Bcl-2 ratio was calculated based on the intensity of the bands in the SAS (F) and SQUU-B (G) cell lines. b-
actin was used as an internal control for the experiment. Columns, means of at least triplicate experiments; bars, SD. * and ** denote p,0.05 and
p,0.01 compared to the untreated cells, respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080998.g004

Figure 5. The involvement of p38 in apoptosis of OSCC cells
induced by CMA. CMA (2.5 nM) time-dependently increased the
phosphorylation of p38 in CMA-sensitive MISK81-5 (A) and SAS (B) cells.
On the other hand, CMA-resistant SQUU-B (C) cells showed little change
in p38 phosphorylation. The protein samples were normalized to the
level of b-actin.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080998.g005
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Figure 6. Effects of concurrent treatment with SAHA and CMA on the CMA-resistant OSCC cells. A. The MTS assay was performed on
cells treated with SAHA, CMA, or the combination of these two agents, for 48 hr. The cell viability was normalized to that of the untreated cells. **
denotes p,0.01 compared to the untreated cells. ## denotes p,0.01 compared to the cells treated with SAHA alone at the indicated concentration.
{{, ee and 11 also indicate p,0.01 compared to the cells treated with SAHA alone at the indicated concentration. B. The Bax expression in SQUU-B
cells treated with SAHA (20 mM), CMA (2.5 or 5 nM), or the combination of these two agents for 24 hr is shown. The data were normalized to the level
of GAPDH. ** denotes p,0.01 compared to the untreated cells. C. The Bcl-2 expression in the same samples. The data were normalized to that of
GAPDH. * and ** denote p,0.05 and p,0.01 compared to the untreated cells, respectively. D. The relative fold-change in the mRNA expression of
Bax and Bcl-2 based on the data in Figs. 6B and C. Columns, means of at least triplicate experiments; bars, SD. * denotes p,0.05 compared to the
untreated cells. E. The cells were treated with SAHA, CMA, or the combination of these two agents for 24 hr, and then the proteins were extracted for
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carcinoma cells. The apoptotic pathway induced by CMA may be

different from mechanisms associated with the migration/

invasion. Therefore, it will be necessary to clarify the mechanisms

underlying the limitations of the efficacy of CMA in the SQUU-B

cells in a future study. Consequently, the detection of putative

regulatory factors would provide important insight into potential

therapeutic strategies involving CMA (or V-ATPase in general).

In addition, few studies have so far addressed how apoptosis is

induced in V-ATPase inhibitor-resistant tumor cells, although

both CMA and bafilomycin A1 restore the sensitivity of the drug-

resistant cells to anthracyclines such as daunomycin, doxorubicin

and epirubicin [46]. Combination therapy using two or more

chemotherapeutic agents is undertaken as a common strategy in

current oncology to overcome the unsatisfactory efficacy associ-

ated with using a single drug. Therefore, SAHA, one of the

HDACi, was used in the combination treatment with CMA in this

study, because accumulated evidence has demonstrated that

SAHA was capable of causing drug-induced apoptosis in OSCC

cells, including carcinoma cells with resistance to antitumor drugs

[42–44]. The combination therapy using CMA and SAHA was

investigated in the CMA-resistant SQUU-B cells. SAHA signifi-

cantly enhanced the cytotoxicity of CMA in the CMA-resistant

SQUU-B cells based on the cell viability analysis. The SQUU-B

cells treated with SAHA alone also exhibited a significant SAHA-

dependent decrease in cell viability in comparison with that

observed in the untreated SQUU-B cells. SAHA treatment alone

also significantly reduced the expression of the Bax and Bcl-2

mRNAs in the SQUU-B cells. In the combination treatment, the

expression level of Bax mRNA was gradually recovered, whereas

the decrease of Bcl-2 expression was preserved. In the study by

Dong et al. [47], 5 mM SAHA treatment also decreased the Bcl-2

expression in renal cells, and the decrease was observed to be even

stronger following treatment with a higher concentration of

SAHA, whereas the Bax and Bak expression levels remains

constant.

To confirm whether Bcl-2 is a pivotal factor in the CMA-

resistance in the SQUUB cells, we investigated the effect of a BH3

mimetic (HA14-1) [48,49] on the SQUU-B cells treated with

CMA. HA14-1 enhanced the cytotoxicity of CMA in the SQUU-

B cells. Pretreatment with a siRNA targeting Bcl-2 also induced

apoptosis in SQUU-B cells in response to CMA treatment. Based

on these findings, it is conceivable that the combination treatment

increased the Bax/Bcl-2 ratios and that this was responsible for

induction of apoptosis in the CMA-resistant SQUU-B cells. These

results support the idea that Bcl-2 plays a role in the resistance of

SQUU-B cells to CMA. However, this study demonstrated that

only one cell line (SQUU-B cells) was sensitized to CMA by the

HDACi. In future studies, therefore, it will be necessary to use the

other cells with resistance to CMA, and to clarify the detailed

mechanisms underlying the increased susceptibility of the CMA-

resistant cells to CMA-induced apoptosis induced by the

combination of the HDAC inhibitor and CMA. In addition, the

mechanism(s) responsible for the SAHA-induced Bcl-2/Bcl-XL in

the study by Dong et al. [47] remained unclear.

Hence, we next examined the phosphorylation of STAT3,

which is upstream of Bcl-2, and p38 in the SQUU-B cells treated

with CMA and SAHA. The level of pY705-STAT3 was decreased

by the treatment with SAHA alone, and by treatment with both

CMA and SAHA, whereas the pS727-STAT3 and phosphoryla-

tion of p38 increased. In other studies, SAHA (vorinostat) reduced

the pY705-STAT3 [50,51], and the inhibition of pY705-STAT3

suppressed the Bcl-2 expression and enhanced the cytotoxicity of

chemotherapeutic drugs to induce apoptosis in human cancer cell

lines [52]. Andersson et al. [53] showed that insulin enhanced

pS727-STAT3, but reduced pY705-STAT3 when it was used

given together with IL-6. The pS727-STAT3 enhanced the

dephosphorylation of pY705-STAT3, largely through the nuclear

TC45 phosphatase [54]. Together, our results and those of

previous studies suggest that pS727-STAT3 may negatively

regulate pY705-STAT3 in the SQUU-B cells treated with SAHA.

The negative interaction between the pS727 and pY705 of

STAT3 may be involved in the reduction of the Bcl-2 expression.

Additionally, the activation of the p38 MAPK pathway, followed

by caspase-3 cleavage, is responsible for SAHA (vorinostat)-

induced apoptosis in human breast cancer cells [55]. Activation of

p38 also appears to participate in the activation of S727-STAT3

[56]. It is conceivable that the decrease of Bcl-2 expression

induced by the change in the STAT3 phosphorylation can

sensitize the cells to apoptotic injury. This phenomenon may be

associated with not only transcriptional inhibition, but also

translational inhibition, protein degradation, or both. However,

Choi and Han [56] showed that the activation of STAT3 (pS727)

increased the Bcl-2 expression in HeLa cells overexpressing

phospholipase D, which was different from our results concerning

the Bcl-2 expression following STAT3 activation. The role of

pS727-STAT3 in regulation of STAT3 activity may therefore be

dependent on the cell type, the specific activated kinase pathway

and/or the cytokines/growth factors used [33,53].

A gene expression analysis of ATP6V0A3, ATP6V0A4 and

ATP6V1C1 of the V-ATPase subunits, as well as Bax and Bcl-2,

was performed to make comparisons between the CMA-sensitive

cell lines and high CMA-resistant SQUU-B cells. Interestingly, in

the most CMA-sensitive MISK81-5 cells, the expression levels of

the ATP6V0A3, ATP6V0A4 and ATP6V1C1 genes were

significantly higher than those of the HaCaT cells. In the CMA-

sensitive SAS and HSC-4 cells, the expression level of the

ATP6V0A3 gene was significantly higher than that of the HaCaT

cells. Meanwhile, in the CMA-resistant SQUU-B cells, the

expression levels of the examined V-ATPase subunit genes were

almost equal to or lower than those of the HaCaT cells. The Bax/

Bcl-2 ratios in both the MISK81-5 and SQUU-B cells were

markedly low. Thus, it seems that V-ATPase expression might be

associated with the sensitivity/resistance to CMA in the carcinoma

cells. However, because only one cell line with CMA resistance

was used in this study, there is still no definitive answer at present

an immunoblot analysis. The immunoblots were probed using antibodies against STAT3, STAT3 phosphorylated on Y705 or S727, and
phosphorylated mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), as indicated. The protein levels were normalized to the level of b-actin. F. Cells were pre-
treated with or without 30 mM HA14-1 for 6 hr, followed by a 48 hr treatment with CMA at the indicated concentrations. ** denotes p,0.01
compared to the untreated cells, respectively. ## denotes p,0.01 compared to the cells treated with HA14-1 alone at the indicated concentration.
Columns, means of at least triplicate experiments; bars, SD. G. siRNA selectively reduced the gene expression in the SQUU-B cells 24 hr after siRNA
transfection. ** denotes p,0.01 compared to the untreated cells (-). ## denotes p,0.01 compared to the cells treated with negative control siRNA
(C). GAPDH was used as a reference gene. H. Cells were pre-treated with or without 20 nM Bcl-2-siRNA for 24 hr, followed by a 48 hr treatment with
CMA at the indicated concentrations. * and ** denote p,0.05 and p,0.01 compared to the untreated cells, respectively. # and ## denote p,0.05
and p,0.01 compared to the cells treated with Bcl-2-siRNA alone at the indicated concentration. -, sample without siRNA treatment; C, sample
treated with negative control siRNA; Bcl-2, sample treated with siRNA for Bcl-2. Columns, means of at least triplicate experiments; bars, SD.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080998.g006
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with regard to what phenotype or molecular parameters can

predict the level of sensitivity/resistance to CMA in carcinoma

cells.

In conclusion, our present study provides evidence that a V-

ATPase inhibitor, CMA, can induce apoptosis in human OSCC

cells. Certain OSCC cell lines, such as SQUU-B cells may be

resistant to CMA. In addition, combined treatment with CMA

and SAHA led to a stronger anti-tumor effect in these CMA-

resistant cells. A decrease in Bcl-2 expression resulting from the

changes in STAT3 phosphorylation, such as a decrease of pY705

and an increase of pS727, is at least partially responsible for

inducing the increased susceptibility of SQUU-B cells to CMA.

Although the detailed mechanism(s) underlying the resistance to

CMA in certain OSCC cells, and the induction of susceptibility to

CMA by SAHA remain to be elucidated, the present findings

provide important insight into the response of OSCC cells to

CMA. Although in vivo studies, and eventually clinical studies,

would be necessary to confirm our findings, the present results

suggest that even in apparently CMA-resistant OSCC cells, a

combination of CMA with SAHA may allow for efficient cancer

therapy.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Inhibition of the migration of CMA-resistant
OSCC cells by CMA treatment. A & B. SQUU-B cells with

(A) or without (B) 20 nM CMA treatment were analyzed for cell

migration using a wound-healing assay. The CMA treatment

suppressed the migration of the SQUU-B cells in comparison to

the untreated SQUU-B cells at 24 hr after the removal of the

insert (Culture-Insert, Ibidi, WI, USA). C. The number of SQUU-

B cells was counted within the cell-free space at 24 hr after the

removal of the insert. The in vitro migration was decreased in the

CMA-treated SQUU-B cells compared to control SQUU-B cells,

suggesting that the CMA treatment is at least partly involved in the

reduced invasiveness of the CMA-treated SQUU-B cells. The data

are expressed as the percentage of the cell number normalized by

that of the untreated SQUU-B cells (mean 6 SD). **p,0.01

versus the untreated cells.

(TIF)
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